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3, March ~ James Doohan ~  Character ~ Scotty 
20, March ~ John De Lancie ~  Character ~ Q 
22, March ~ William Shatner ~ Character ~ Captain Kirk 
26, March ~ Leonard Nimoy ~ Character ~  Spock 
 

Latonya (Tony) Alcala ~ Was promoted from First 
Officer to Commanding Officer 

National Anthem Day ~ 3, March 
Good Samaritan Day ~ 13, March 
First Day of Spring ~ 19, March (Changes Annually) 

Puppy Day ~ 23, March 
Vietnam War Veterans Day ~ 29, March  
Virtual Vacation Day ~ 30, March 

Bob Olness  
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     Stardate 2103.07 Now that Covid is starting to calm down; things are opening up to 
the public more. That means good news for all of our Crew especially with Good      
Samaritan Day quickly approaching. The more Organizations that open up in our com-
munity the more active we will be able to be; whether it is volunteering at our   regular 
places or new places we are looking forward to helping the fellow man when & where 
we can. Besides the interest of Star Trek; the Comradery of the Crew, the things we do 
for fun, we have always wanted to lend a hand here or there just to show we care. We 
all live in the community, so we want to do our part to make it better. Were all excited 
to see what we will be able to help with in the upcoming months.  As our motto states 
we will try. 
  
We are also working, and learning several other ways to communicate, and update 
things as some people have been working from home and have had virtual way as a 
primary communication between them and work. Chief Communications Officer sees 
this as a good thing in a lot of ways. Helping with the website, more activities.  
  
  
They say that there is always something good in every situation, Covid has had a lot of  
negative things. Just to name a few positive things more time at home with the fur ba-
bies, bringing attention to things that we have taken for granted, more ways to                 
communicate.  
  

  

 

  
~~~In Loving Memory of Captain Faith A. Raley~~~ 
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Does Science get things Wrong? 
 

A few years ago, I read an on-line story about science. 
In it, there was a claim that science got something wrong. 
I don’t remember exactly what the issue was, but the writer stated that science often must    
re-evaluate different positions as their knowledge increases about different subjects possible 
making it look like science gets things wrong. 
 

One example I found was looking through a very old book called Stars. 
It is a basic guide of the constellations . . . and other features of the heavens. 
In one section it lists different facts of the planets in Earth’s (Terra’s) solar system.  
For example: like how many moons each planet has. 
Jupiter went from 12 to 53 confirmed, 26 provisional = 79 
Saturn went from 10 to 53 confirmed, 29 provisional = 82 
Uranus went from 5 to 27 confirmed, 0 provisional = 27 
Neptune went from 2 to 14 confirmed, 0 provisional =14 
*Pluto went from 0 to 5 confirmed, 0 provisional = 5 
Mercury and Venus stayed at 0 
Earth (Terra) stayed at 1 
Mars stayed at 2 
The book doesn’t even mention what is now called *Dwarf planets: 
Eris (1), Haumea (2), Makemake (1 prov.), Ceres (0), (*Pluto is now listed as a Dwarf Planet). 
I agree, as Science gains new information, it makes updates  
Do I consider this little pocket sized book wrong, No just not updated or current. 
 

 
 A huge white and black bird was seen recently in our local area; upon research we   
discovered this bird to be an endangered Snowy Owl. This is a big deal as the Snowy 
Owl is not a frequent winter guest to this region.  Many of the Snow Owls get band as a 
way to track them as there are so few. There used to be as many as two hundred     
thousand Snowy Owls accounted for, now only twenty three thousand. 
  
The Snowy Owl is one of the largest owls weighting up to six and a half pounds, and 
up to twenty seven inches tall. The Snowy Owl is also known as the Artic Owl, its     
primary food source is the lemming, a member of the rodent family.  
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BASHIR BIOBEDS CRUSHER 

DARNAYS DISEASE DOCTOR EMH 

HYPOSPRAY INCURABLE VIRUS MCCOY 

MEDIPOUCH NURSE CHAPEL PHLOX 

PULASKI SICKBAY TRICORDER 
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Clayton: Had an infection in foot, is now healing and feels so much better. Back to work at the  
office three days a week, the other two days a week are remote from home. Work is going to a  
new phone system not sure what that will bring. Also before the meeting was visiting Mom,  
and Caley Mom’s cat found a sneaky way to get the ribbon off my shirt, was kind of strange      
that she was able to get it off my shirt, without me noticing her doing it right away.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Charlotte: Went on an adventure, where never been before. Rather than going alone the Chief of 
Security went along with, went to Ulysses S. Grant house.  
 
 
 
 
 
John:  Currently on another layoff from work, as it’s slow and orders are down from Covid.  
He is enjoying the time off with his dog, catching up on important things that need to be done,  
not to mention a much needed break.  
 
 
 

 
 


